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The use of bitumen emulsion treated pavement layers is well established and is becoming more popular in road building. Current structural design procedures include mainly empirical methods or methods derived from laboratory studies. No design method based on results from accelerated pavement testing of full scale pavements currently exists and no provision for emulsion treated materials exists in the South African Mechanistic Pavement Design Method or the TRH4 structural design guideline document on flexible pavements.

The need therefore existed to provide some guidelines on the structural design of emulsion treated materials based on accelerated pavement testing on a full-scale pavement. The aim of this research was to provide interim guidelines for the structural design from accelerated pavement testing supported by relevant laboratory testing.

A test section, constructed with an emulsion treated ferricrete, was subjected to Heavy Vehicle Simulator testing. Samples from the test site were tested in the laboratory to investigate the engineering properties of the material under different bitumen and cement contents. The laboratory study was used to determine parameters, which are important to the structural design procedure. Results from the laboratory study indicated that the cement content contributes towards the strength of the material, while the bitumen content contributes towards the flexibility of the material.

Results with the Heavy Vehicle Simulator indicated that the test section had a good resistance to permanent deformation. It was determined that the behaviour of the material was two-phased, similar to that of lightly cemented materials. During the first phase, the material demonstrates fatigue properties. The end of the fatigue life phase was defined to be when the resilient modulus of the material reduced to a value of 500 MPa. During the second phase, the material is in an “equivalent granular” phase with a reduced resistance to permanent deformation. The permanent deformation resistance behaviour of an emulsion treated material in its second phase is similar to that of unbound...
granular materials. The concept of the stress ratio was introduced to describe the permanent deformation behaviour.

Failure criteria for fatigue and permanent deformation were developed and presented as a transfer function that can be used in the South African Mechanistic Pavement Design Method. The transfer functions were developed for different road categories and a design procedure is proposed.

Finally, a design catalogue for emulsion treated base layers was developed from these transfer functions and is presented.
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Die gebruik van bitumen emulsie behandelde plaveisellae is goed gevestig en word al hoe meer populêr in die bou van paai. Huidige ontwerpprosedures bestaan meestal uit empiriese metodes, of metodes ontwikkel uit suiwel laboratoriumstudies. Geen ontwerpmetode wat gebaseer is op volskaalse plaveiseltoets bestaan tans vir emulsie behandelde materiale nie. Daar word ook nie voorsiening gemaak in die Suid-Afrikaanse Meganistiese Plaveiselontwerpmetode, of die TRH4, vir die gebruik emulsie behandeling nie.

Daar bestaan dus 'n behoefte na riglyne vir die structurele ontwerp van emulsie behandelde materiale wat gebaseer is op volskaalse plaveiseltoets. Die doel van hierdie studie was om voorlopige riglyne daar te stel vir die structurele ontwerp van hierdie materiale wat verkry is uit die volskaalse plaveiseltoets en relevante laboratoriumtoets.

'n Toetseksie van emulsie behandelde ferrikreet is gebou en onderwerp aan toetse met die Swaarvoertuisignabootser. Monsters van die toetseksie is in die laboratorium getoets om die invloed van verskillende sement en bitumen inhoudé op die ingenieurseienkappe van die materiaal te ondersoek. Parameters wat belangrik is vir die structurele ontwerp van emulsie behandelde materiale is in dié laboratoriumstudie bepaal. Resultate van die laboratoriumstudie dui aan dat die sement hoofskaaklik verantwoordelik is vir die sterkte van die materiaal, terwyl die bitumen bydra tot die buigsaamheid.

Die toetse onder die Swaarvoertuisignabootser het daarop gewys dat die materiaal regdelik gogie weerstand teen permanente vervormings besit. Dit is verder ondanks dat emulsie behandelde materiale 'n twee fase gedrag het wat soortgelyk is aan die van liggesementeerde materiale. Gedurende die eerste fase het die materiaal vermoeingseienkappe getoon. Die einde van dié fase is gedefinieer wanneer die elastiese veerkragmodulus 'n waarde van 500 MPa bereik. Die tweede fase is 'n "ekwiwalente granulêre fase" waar die materiaal 'n verminderde weerstand teen permanente
vervorming het. Die permanente vervormingsgedrag van die materiaal is dieselfde as die van granulêre materiale. Die konsep van Spanningsverhouding, om die permanente vervormingsgedrag van die materiaal te beskryf, is voorgestel.

’n Swittingsstandaard vir die vermoeingsleeftyd en permanente vervorming is ontwikkel in die vorm van oorgangsfunksies, wat in die Suid-Afrikaanse Meganistiese Plaveiselontwerpmethode gebruik kan word. Die oorgangsfunksies is ontwikkel vir die verskillende kategorieë paasie in Suid Afrika.

Laastens is ‘n katalogus ontwikkel vanaf die oorgangsfunksies wat die ontwerp van emulsie behandelde materiale kan vergemaklik. Die katalogus is ingesluit.
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\( \alpha \)  Factor depending on amount of filler voids present in asphalt mix

\( \phi \)  Friction angle (degrees)

\( \rho \)  Relative density (lb/ft\(^3\) or kg/m\(^3\))

\( \varepsilon \)  Resilient strain measured (\( \varepsilon \))

\( \tau \)  Shear stress (kPa)

\( \sigma_1 \)  Major principal stresses (kPa)

\( \sigma_2 \)  Intermediate principal stress (kPa)

\( \sigma_3 \)  Minor principal stresses (kPa)

\( \varepsilon_b \)  Strain at break (\( \mu \varepsilon \))

\( \sigma_b \)  Stress at break (kPa)

\( \sigma_d \)  Deviator stress (kPa)

\( \varepsilon_i \)  Induced tensile strain due to loading (\( \mu \varepsilon \))

\( \varepsilon_m \)  Tensile strain in asphalt mixture (\( \mu \varepsilon \))

\( \sigma_{\text{max}} \)  Maximum stress (kPa)

\( \varepsilon_{\text{mix}} \)  Bending strain repeatedly applied to asphalt mixture (\( \mu \varepsilon \))

\( \varepsilon_p \)  Permanent (plastic) strain (\( \varepsilon \))

\( \varepsilon_h \)  Horizontal tensile strain (\( \mu \varepsilon \))

\( \sigma_v \)  Vertical compressive stress on top of base layer \( \approx \) tyre contact pressure (kPa)

\( \phi_{\text{erm}} \)  Internal friction angle term (degrees)

\( \varepsilon_v \)  Vertical compressive strain (\( \mu \varepsilon \))

\( \sigma_v \)  Vertical compressive strain (kPa)